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2-component pliers Black Line

2-component combination pliers DIN ISO 5746
alloyed carbon steel, forged and annealed, cutting edges induction hardened, 
with 2 component plastic handle with hand protection, chrome plated, for soft 
wire and hard wire, leveraged, perfected cutting force performance.

Art. no. kg PU
210052 0,197 1
210053 0,286 1
210054 0,410 1

TL soft hard
160 4,0 2,0
180 4,0 2,2
200 4,2 2,5

2-component side cutters DIN ISO 5749
alloyed carbon steel, forged and annealed, cutting edges induction hardened, 
with 2 component plastic handle with hand protection, chrome plated, for soft 
wire and hard wire, leveraged, perfected cutting force performance.

Art. no. kg PU
210067 0,172 1
210068 0,237 1
210069 0,237 1

TL soft hard
140 4,0 1,8
160 4,0 2,0
180 4,0 2,0

2-component heavy duty side cutters DIN ISO 5749
alloyed carbon steel, forged and annealed, cutting edges induction hardened, 
with 2 component plastic handle with hand protection, chrome plated, for soft 
wire and hard wire.

Art. no. kg PU
210156 0,264 1
210157 0,264 1

TL soft hard
160 4,0 2,7
180 4,0 2,7

2-component heavy duty side cutters DIN ISO 5749
alloyed carbon steel, forged and annealed, cutting edges induction hardened, 
with 2 component plastic handle with hand protection, chrome plated, for soft 
wire and hard wire, leveraged, perfected cutting force performance.

Art. no. kg PU
210158 0,326 1

TL soft hard
200 4,2 3,0

INFO
2-component pliers                                           Industrial quality

Pliers range with 2-component handles made of
highquality, non-slip, thermoplastic elastomer. 

High leverage | perfected cutting  
force performance 

High leverage pliers offer power saving of  
up to 50%.

leveraged

Chrome plated, cutting  
edges inductive hardened

slipping protection

slim shape for  
easy handling

reinforced handle
for maximum cutting force




